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Flexible Scientific Launches A. Kruess Optronic Laboratory Instruments in
North America

Flexible Scientific, a licensed distributor for Benchmark Scientific, Hamilton, Hanna
Instruments, and other laboratory brands has launched Kruess instrumentation geared toward
the laboratory and lab testing enviromnent.

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Flexible Scientific, a licensed distributor for Benchmark
Scientific, Hamilton, Hanna Instruments, and other laboratory brands has launched Kruess instrumentation
geared toward the laboratory and lab testing enviromnent. German based A. Kruess Optronic, available through
Flexible Scientific's website, is well known internationally as a quality manufacturer of high-precision, state of
the art measuring instruments.

Previously, in North America, laboratory technicians relied on only a few brands of polarimeters, microscopes,
density meters, and brix refractometer models, often with varying quality and performance. "Our customers
have asked for a high quality and cost-effective source for lab testing instrumentation, and we've developed a
great relationship with Kruess to do it," states Eddie Silverberg, President of Flexible Scientific. Now, lab
technicians can quickly access Flexible Scientific’s online resources, and quickly find the specifications, level
of quality, and price points they need.

"We receive many requests from lab technicians seeking instrumentation to analyze soluble liquid
concentrations, density measurement, very specific types of microscopes, and also calibration their existing
devices. Everyone's testing need is different, and Kruess answers this with a wide variety of models that can
handle many different types of applications," Silverberg says. Kruess rounds out Flexible Scientific’s extensive
list of resources for the laboratory technician.

About Flexible Scientific
Flexible Scientific has been working together with firms requiring light-assembly solutions since 2009. The
company’s product list is extensive, and includes high quality lab oven,lab incubator, micropipette, orbital
shaker models, lab automation resources, and lab safety resources.
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Contact Information
Eddie Silverberg
Flexible Scientific
http://www.flexiblescientific.com
888.538.8715 x1

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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